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now, there are some features which most users
will never touch the tab player, which can import
guitarpro files, and the effects pedal emulations.
the a, d and g strings can also be detuned up to a
full step. the e string cannot, which means the
open e is the lowest note available. again, hereis
an example of this being a virtual upright bass
rather than a double bass orchestral double
basses often play lower notes by using a fifth
string, an extension, or detuning, but in contexts
where the term upright bass is more common,
that open e is normally as low as it gets. detuning
the a, d and g strings would be very rare
anywhere. still, all these features can sometimes
come in handy for some people, so i dont really
see any reason not to include them. besides, i
cant lie, cranking the distortion pedal and playing
some upper-register lines is just plain fun and
sound surprisingly good. the virtual strings also
work very well, and the tone of the bottom string
is surprisingly full and solid, with very good
resonance, great sustain and presence. the ping
of the g string is rather quick, but not too much to
get in the way of the more important strings. if
the sample rate is set to 44.1 khz and a high-ish
sample rate, it is possible to hear some voices
that werent present when i was testing it. this
doesnt really affect the usability much though,
and in general, the audio quality is great, and the
basics sound just like a real acoustic bass. the
plugin is intended to support basses that have
many sounds available to the player and actually
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make them sound as if many people are playing.
this is the case with ample bass upright. it can be
very percussive or very mellow. ample bass
upright iii comes with a preview of up to 8
different slices and is very easy to experiment
with. so you dont have to spend a long time trying
to get the sound you want. it will turn out exactly
the way you want it.
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